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As Landscape for  
Legal Services Changes,
Value of Client Service Interviews Skyrockets

By Kent M. Zimmermann and Janet Ellen Raasch

In this highly competitive market, 
where general counsel have more 
choices and are less loyal than ever 
before, lawyers and law firms should 
act swiftly to retain and expand their 
existing client relationships …

economists may have declared that the Great Recession 
is officially over, but many businesses and their legal 
service providers would probably beg to differ.

over or not, the Great Recession has dramatically accelerated 
change in the traditional relationship between legal depart-
ments and outside counsel—in ways that are likely to remain 
constant even as the economy improves. Longstanding griev-
ances have risen to the surface.

Businesses and general counsel understand the leverage 
they have within this new relationship, but many law firms 
and lawyers do not. this is worth noting because, to para-
phrase Charles Darwin, it is not the strongest or fastest who 
survive—but those who most efficiently adapt to their chang-
ing environment.

After years of relative immunity from corporate cost-cutting 
efforts, 85 percent of general counsel are now being asked to 
cut their budgets (according to Inside Counsel magazine). At 
the same time, only 26.2 percent of clients believe that outside 
counsel are sensitive to its budget constraints.

More Choices Create a  
Buyers’ Market
to control costs, general counsel are bringing more legal 
work in-house and, in many cases, using non-traditional 
providers of legal services. For example, they are turning to 
cost-effective legal process outsourcers (LPos) for an increas-
ing portion of routine work that young law firm associates 
previously did—and sometimes asking their law firms to work 
with these alternative providers for services, such as patent and 
trademark prosecution, e-discovery and due diligence.

A broad range of blue-chip companies such as Rio tinto, 
Microsoft and Ge are bypassing law firms for certain routine 
matters to lower their costs. As a result, there are law firms 
that report that they have already lost 20 percent or more of 
their revenues. that is a big hit.

For work that requires the special expertise of lawyers in a law 
firm, general counsel are increasingly moving routine matters 
from costly AmLaw 100 firms to AmLaw 200 and smaller 
regional firms.

Under inexorable pressure to control costs, general counsel 
are demanding discounts, more predictable alternative fee ar-
rangements and better service from outside counsel.

If general counsel do not get what they want in this buyers’ 
market, they are more than happy to shop around. Despite 
the common misperception to the contrary within law firms, 
only 13 percent of clients consider their current law firms 
indispensible. More general counsel than ever are switching 
their primary providers.

Smart Law Firms are taking Action
the effect on law firms has been dramatic. In 2008, revenues-
per-lawyer and profits-per-equity-partner among the AmLaw 
200 declined for the first time. In 2009, it was not much 
better. During the first half of 2010, there was some reason 
for optimism—but more recently, demand has been unsteady 
at best, and performance across the industry continues to 
be mixed.

Ultimately, the market (clients who are doing the buying) will 
drive the efficient distribution of labor among entities that 
provide legal services, including LPos and other alternative 
providers. Law firms have the opportunity to adapt to market 
demands to achieve success over time.

In this highly competitive market, where general counsel 
have more choices and are less loyal than ever before, lawyers 
and law firms should act swiftly to retain and expand their 
existing client relationships—especially by defining their key 
clients and investing without delay in client-care programs for 
these clients.

one of the best ways to protect and expand key client rela-
tionships is to invest in an ongoing and systematic client-care 
program that includes client service interviews (CSIs). Law 
firms often tell Zeughauser Group (law firm consulting) that 
CSIs are among their most effective marketing investments.
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While marketing professionals understand the value of CSIs, 
many partners do not. the market challenges facing the legal 
industry have amplified the longstanding disconnects between 
client and lawyer expectations. CSIs are one of the most ef-
fective ways to discover (and remedy) these disconnects and 
other trouble that may be looming out of view—before it’s 
too late and they limit the potential of or even destroy impor-
tant relationships

General Counsel Voice new Demands
not surprisingly in this economy, cost has dominated the 
conversation between legal departments and law firms. Ac-
cording to Inside Counsel magazine, 46 percent of general 
counsel agree that reducing costs is essential to improving law 
firm relationships. only eight percent of law firms see this 
issue as important.

According to the Association of Corporate Counsel, the single 
most important thing a law firm can do is provide alternative 
fees and value-based billing options.

Clients like to see retainers with volume discounts, for ex-
ample, because this arrangement offers predictable costs from 
month to month. Hourly rates will endure for bet-the-compa-
ny work and more specialized, high-value work, but general 
counsel increasingly want to see alternative fee arrangements 
proposed for commodity work. they might not always opt 
for alternative fees, but they like to see them offered.

only 13 percent of all fees currently paid to law firms are in 
the form of alternative fee arrangements, so AFAs are not yet 
taking over the world. However, law firms would be wise to 
offer AFAs proactively. In some cases, for well-managed and 
carefully selected matters, AFAs produce higher realization 
rates for law firms than hourly rates.

According to clients, rate discounts can be actual or perceived. 
General counsel need to be able to show their bosses (and 
increasingly, finance and procurement professionals) that they 
are taking steps to control costs. Some general counsel request 
highly visible discounts on bills they receive for outside legal 
services. they want their invoices to explicitly make clear that 
they are “beating up” law firms over their bills.

one general counsel, for example, asked that the law  
firm show the rates of its top partners in new York with  
a discounted rate calculated on the bill for other lawyers  
who were performing the work. Long story short—law 
firms are smart to help the general counsel look like a star to 
their superiors.

Staffing can be another disconnect, especially when it comes 
to associates. the average first-year associate earns as much as 
an in-house lawyer with 10 years’ experience. In many cases, 
in-house lawyers are resentful—and many, partially as a badge 
of honor, explicitly refuse to pay for work performed by first- 
or second-year associates.

continued on page 8
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Avoid Problems and 
Discover opportunities
Client satisfaction and recommendations are critical measures 
of a lawyer’s and a law firm’s success. In many cases, a client 
will not volunteer dissatisfaction unless asked. Most clients 
will not explicitly fire a lawyer, but will simply and quietly 
start sending new matters elsewhere. this is dangerous, be-
cause law firms may not even know that a relationship is in 
jeopardy—until it’s too late.

Asking clients the right questions, listening actively to their 
answers and turning feedback into consistent, meaningful 
actions are the cornerstones of client service, inspiring client 
satisfaction and loyalty. Conducting effective CSIs can help 
law firms get in front of a problem and discover opportuni-
ties for new business.

one firm, for example, thought it was in good shape when it 
was doing about $1 million in legal work for a client that had 
an external spend of $3 million for that type of matter. the 
law firm was confident that it was handling about one-third 
of this client’s work.

When the client was interviewed as part of a formal CSI 
program, it turned out that the client was indeed satisfied 
with the law firm—but after some skilled questioning, it was 
uncovered that the client’s legal spend on the type of matter 
at issue had tripled over the years to $9 million. Because the 
client was not aware of the law firm’s bench-strength, it had 
been farming out work to a number of small boutique firms.

Armed with the intelligence gained from the CSI, firm lead-
ership quickly traveled to meet with the client, explained the 
firm’s bench-strength and ultimately secured a significant 
amount of new work. the moral of this story is that asking 
the right questions (including questions about budgets and 
outside spending) can be critical in uncovering intelligence 
that leads to new work.

What Clients Want:  
A Serious Disconnect
Many partners simply do not understand what clients think 
of them, even when they think that they do. In an often-
cited survey by Inside Counsel magazine, outside counsel gave 
themselves pretty good grades on client satisfaction. nearly 
43 percent said that they deserved an ‘A’ and 50 percent said 
they deserved a ‘B.’

Clients strongly disagreed. they gave an ‘A’ to just 17 percent 
and a ‘B’ to 72 percent. there is a strong disconnect between 
what clients want and what outside counsel are giving them. 
You must ask the correct questions to uncover this disparity. 
Remember to cite these statistics the next time a relationship 
partner in your firm assures you that a client is satisfied.

Law firm partners resist CSIs for many reasons. In particular, 
they often erroneously think that they know everything there 
is to know about the client; they sometimes are in denial (they 
don’t want to know if a client is unhappy); or they fear the 
possibility of letting others in the firm know that the client is 
dissatisfied. Smart partners realize that knowing is better than 
not knowing.

Position CSIs correctly. Do not position them as a “checkup” 
or “report card” on any given lawyer. they are not. Rather, 
accurately position them as a means to the end of provid-
ing better service, acquiring intelligence on competitors and 
uncovering opportunities for additional work.

In Zeughauser Group’s experience, general counsel like to 
participate in CSIs. At the end of an interview, the reaction is 
often, “this was therapeutic” and “I hope you will be coming 
back to interview us again next year.” Clients appreciate be-
ing asked for their opinions on the relationship by somebody 
outside the firm, because it gives them a very unusual oppor-
tunity to talk about the relationship—outside the relationship.

Asking clients the right questions, 
listening actively to their answers and 
turning feedback into consistent, 
meaningful actions are the cornerstones 
of client service, inspiring client 
satisfaction and loyalty.

When Persuading Wary Partners, 
Show—Don’t tell
the relationship partner should not conduct the CSI; ide-
ally, a knowledgeable third party who inspires confidence 
and trust in the client will conduct it.

A good interviewer listens about 80 percent of the time. 
Law firm chairs and senior people often find this difficult. As 
they hear about a problem, their typical instinct is to defend 
the firm or address the problem right away, which throws 
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the interview off track and decreases the likelihood that all 
problems and opportunities will be uncovered. third par-
ties can just listen and take it in; law firm leaders often lack 
that luxury.

Consider these five stages when getting an effective CSI 
pilot program off the ground:

1. Design for success. Initially, work only with partners 
who understand how this process can bring them more 
work. never twist the arms of reluctant or hostile partners 
to make them participate in your pilot. they will just drag 
you down—along with the entire process.

2. Start with just five clients. Do not try to do too much at 
first. Aim to do a focused job with five clients rather than 
spreading the firm’s efforts too thin with many clients.

3. Use a tiered system. Consider putting the firm’s clients 
into three tiers. tier one might include clients that are 
largest in terms of revenue. tier two might include satis-
fied clients with potential for growth. tier three might 
include clients with known issues—troubled relationships 
that the firm wants to get back on the rails. For your pilot, 
to get quick results in the form of enhanced relationships 
and additional work, choose clients from tier two.

4. Sell your success. empirical and anecdotal evidence of 
success (from your carefully selected, tier-two, low-hang-
ing fruit) should be shared throughout the firm. Use this 

evidence to demonstrate how the CSI process works and 
the value it provides—and to sell the initially wary partners.

5. Get ready for business. once you have demonstrated 
success with your pilot program, expect a second wave of 
interested partners to ask that their clients be interviewed.

Because of the challenging economic environment and in-
creased competition from other providers, general counsel are 
expecting much more from their law firms and are much more 
likely to abandon firms that do not take active steps to meet 
expectations and define their distinctive value propositions. 
CSIs are a best practice among successful law firms and are part 
of the bedrock of any solid client-care and loyalty program. ■
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